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Recent research in the area of Curriculum-Based Measures (CBM) in writing has
shown that traditionally used metrics, such as total words written and total words correct,
may not be the best tools for measuring writing performance, for both secondary and
elementary aged children (e.g., Gansle, Noell, VanDerHeyden, Naquin, & Slider, 2002;
Tindal & Parker, 1989a; Watkinson & Lee, 1992). Evidence suggests that more advanced
measures, such as production-independent measures (e.g., percentage of correct word
sequences) may be stronger predictors of student skill level in the area of writing. The
present study replicated portions of a recent seminal study and investigated the predictive
validity of CBM in the area of writing for the Michigan Educational Assessment Program
(MEAP) writing and ELA assessments and the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) reading
assessment. Participants included 700 fourth grade students in a Midwest urban school
district who completed a three-minute writing probe, which was scored for 20
independent variables. Dependent variables included assessments administered in the
same year and in years following the administration of the writing probes. Correlations
were calculated between each of the independent and dependent variables. Interscorer
reliability was calculated, with all variables above .80. Alternate form reliability (n=199)
was above .40 for all but two independent variables. Stepwise multiple regressions were
run with two sets of independent variables with each offivedependent variables. The
independent variables which appeared to be the most promising indices for predicting

performance on dependent measures included percentage of correct word sequences,
correct punctuation marks, and words in complete sentences. Implication of analyses,
limitations, and implications for future practice and research are discussed.
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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCTION
Purpose
Written expression requires a complex set of interwoven skills, including spelling,
handwriting, planning and organizing material, and transcribing thoughts into words. As
students progressfromelementary through secondary grades, the focus of their education
will shift from learning basic language arts skills to applying these skills, requiring them
to draw on their knowledge in the area of written expression, and integrate it with other
basic language arts skills (Tindal & Parker, 1989b). Therefore, in order for students to
have later academic success, the development of these fundamental skills (e.g., reading,
writing) in early grades is essential. A student's progress in the area of written expression
is dependent uponfrequentcorrective feedback and practice, as well as the need for
formative evaluation to guide instruction in writing. Although a number of written
expression assessments exist, many are subjective in nature, difficult to administer and
score, or require large amounts of teacher or student time (Watkinson & Lee, 1992).
Educators need reliable and valid measures that can be used to providefrequentfeedback
to students and to guide instruction. Frequent monitoring of student progress is critical to
students' success (Deno, 1992), and curriculum based measures are technically adequate
measures that are reliable, time-efficient, easy to administer and provide objective
indicators of student progress (Deno, 1985).
The purpose of this project was to assist a large Midwestern urban school district
in evaluating the utility of Curriculum-Based Measures (CBM) in the area of writing and
to add to the literature on the utility of CBM writing measures. In the following section,

CBM and its uses, including a historical background, are described. Next, an extensive
review of the available research on CBM in the area of writing is provided. Finally, a
practical and empirical rationale for the proposed project is presented.
Curriculum-Based Measures
Curriculum-Based Measures (CBM) are "a set of standard simple, short-duration
fluency measures of reading, spelling, written expression and mathematics computation"
(Shinn & Bamonto, 1998, p. 1). These measures were initially designed to monitor
students' progress in skills that are critical in achieving academic success (i.e., reading,
math, spelling, and written expression) (Deno, 1985; Marston, 1989) and to allow
teachers to formatively evaluate their instruction to make improvements (Deno, 2003a,
2003b), In reading, for example, students are asked to read out loud for one minute. Oral
reading fluency, the number of words read correctly per minute, is the metric that is then
used to guide instructional decision-making. Oral reading fluency has been shown to
predict performance on later high-stakes testing (McGlinchey & Hixson, 2004), as well
as reading comprehension and later readingfluency(Good, Gruba, & Kaminski, 2002).
In mathematics, CBM involves having students complete math probes for 3- to 5minutes. The decision making metric is the number of digits correct per minute.
Similarly, in the area of spelling, students write words that are dictated every 7 seconds
for 2 minutes. The number of correct letter sequences written is determined, and is the
metric used in decision making. Finally, in the area of written expression, students are
given a story starter, instructed to think and plan their story for 1 minute, and then to
write for 3 minutes. The number of words written* number of words spelled correctly,
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and number of correct word sequences are typical metrics used for educational decisionmaking.
Historical Overview of Curriculum-Based Measures
CBM was developed during the late 1970s and early 1980s by Deno, Mirkin, and
colleagues at the University of Minnesota's Institute for Research on Learning
Disabilities (IRLD) (Marston, 1989). Deno sought to provide his students, future special
education teachers, measures that could be collected daily, graphed, and used to evaluate
student progress (Shinn & Bamonto, 1998). Since the development of CBM, extensive
research has focused on establishing its technical adequacy and practical utility as a
formative and summative evaluation tool for individual students as well as larger groups
of students (Martston; Shinn & Bamonto). One common use for CBM is to monitor the
academic progress of individual students over time in order to evaluate the effectiveness
of implemented interventions. CBM improves the data-base for making educational
decisions because measures of student achievement can be collected frequently (Shinn,
2002). For example, a teacher can monitor a student's performance on a regular basis and
make instructional decisions about whether student progress is satisfactory, or if the
instructional plan should be changed. In addition to being a useful tool for individual
student progress monitoring, CBM has been employed with large groups of students as a
formative tool to screen for students who are at-risk for having difficulties in various
academic areas (Deno, 2003a). For example, the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills (DIBELS; http://www.dibels.uoregon.edu,) are research-based CBM
measures of pre-reading and reading skills (Good, Gruba, & Kaminski, 2002) that are
administered on a schoolwide level three times per year to screen for reading difficulties.

Based on scores on the PIBELS measures, students are identified as meeting benchmark
goals (i.e., research based goal levels), or being at risk for reading difficulties and in need
of either strategic or intensive intervention. In other words, when CBM tools, such as the
DIBELS, are used to screen for risk of learning problems, they assist in identifying which
students need additional intervention in order to achieve expected learning outcomes in
basic skill areas.
CBM was developed based on a number of salient criteria that are considered
important when designing progress monitoring data collection procedures, including: (a)
being tied to the students' curricula, (b) of short duration to make frequent administration
possible* (c) capable of having many forms, (d) inexpensive to produce, and (e) sensitive
to small improvements in student performance over time (Marston, 1989). Frequently,
evaluation of student learning occurs at the conclusion of the instructional period (i.e.,
summative evaluation), when it is often too late to change teaching methods (Shinn &
Bamonto, 1998). In contrast, by using CBM as a formative evaluation tool, performance
can be assessed continuously, and decisions regarding student progress and proper
adjustments to curriculum and/or instruction can be made more frequently. In addition,
research in the area of CBM has been expanded to include not only monitoring of student
progress and formative evaluation, but also screening and identification of at-risk
students (Good & Kaminski, 1996), predicting performance on high-stakes assessments
(McGlinchey & Hixson, 2004), and developing schoolwide accountability systems
(Deno, 2003b).
Assessment using curriculum-based measures in reading, writing, and
mathematics has been determined to be reliable and valid in several research studies. An
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initial study by Deno, Mirkin, and Chiang (1982) correlated reading CBM with criterionbased norm-referenced tests, and results indicated that listening to students read out loud
for one minute was a valid measure of reading skill. Most correlation coefficients in that
initial study were above .80, with a range of .73 to .91. Through separate studies,
reliability estimates were determined using test-retest, parallel forms, and interrater
methods. Results indicated that most coefficients were above .90, and provide compelling
evidence of the reliability of CBM in the area of reading fluency (Marston, 1989). In the
areas of math, spelling, and written expression, results of initial research studies indicate
that CBM are valid measures of student skill level, and are highly correlated (usually
above .80) with criterion measures. In addition, studies indicate high reliability with
CBM in these areas, using test-retest, parallel forms, and interrater agreement (Marston).
Although less attention has been paid to the validity of CBM in the area of written
expression, results of studies indicate that reliability and validity are at a high enough
level for it to be useful (Marston; Shinn, Ysseldyke, Deno, & Tindal, 1986) (See Marston
for a complete review of initial research of reliability and validity in the areas of reading,
math, and spelling). More recently, Hosp and Fuchs (2005) examined the relation
between reading CBM and several subtests of the Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery
Test - Revised (Woodcock, 1987). Results indicated strong correlations between words
read correctly and all subtests at all grade levels assessed (i.e., grades 1 through 4).
Correlation coefficients ranged from .71 to .91 (Also review Shinn, Good, Knutson, Tilly,
& Collins, 1992).
Despite published research, which supports the reliability and validity of using
CBM to monitor students' progress and to make educational decisions, many educators
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do not accept CBM as an adequate measure (Fewster & MacMillan, 2002; Gansle, Noell,
VanDerHeyden, Naquin, & Slider, 2002; Shinn et al., 1992). This has been termed a
"face validity" issue by Shinn and colleagues. In other words, teachers may view the
measures as being too simplistic to be effective at measuring constructs as complex as
reading or writing. This may be a bigger concern in the area of written expression,
because, as indicated by Tindal and Marston (1990), writing as a construct is more
difficult to measure. In reading, for example, there is a single, identifiable measure that is
directly related to the students' reading fluency (i.e., number of words read correctly)
(Marston, 1989). In the area of math, it is also possible to obtain a single, discrete
measure (e.g., number of digits correct per minute) of a targeted skill. In the area of
writing, however, there are an infinite number of possible responses to writing demands
and an equally large number of scoring rubrics (Gansle et al.). Perhaps due to this
complexity, reportsfromeducators indicate that typical CBM writing metrics (e.g., total
words written) appear too simplistic (Gansle et al.). Tindal and Parker (1989a) indicate
that direct assessments of writing are thought to have stronger content validity than more
indirect methods, such as published tests which use objective multiple-choice questions
or sentence-combining formats. Research has shown that CBM in the area of written
expression is indeed a useful tool; however, a relatively small number of studies have
been conducted in the area of CBM in written expressioa These research studies are
described in the following section.
Validity of Curriculum-Based Measures in the Area of Written Expression
Initial research studies on curriculum-based measures in writing were conducted
with elementary aged students in grades 3 to 6 (Deno, Mirkin, and Marston, 1980). These
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studies focused on the validity of six basic measures, including total words written
(TWW)^ total words spelled correctly (TWC), correct letter sequences (CLS), number of
mature words (Le., words not found on Finn's (1977) undistinguished word list), number
of large words, and Hunt's (1966) average t-length, which describes grammatical
maturity, These measures were correlated with norm-referenced standardized measures,
including the Test of Written Language (TOWL: Hammill & Larsen, 1978), the
Developmental Sentence Scoring System (Lee & Canter, 1971), and the Language
subtest of the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT: Madden, Gardner, Rudman, Karlsen, &
Merwin, 1978). The results of the initial studies indicated that TWW, TWC, CLS, and
mature words were all highly correlated with the criterion measures (Marston, 1989).
Additionally, Deno and colleagues demonstrated that equivalent results could be obtained
when using either 2- or 5-minute written samples, and when using story starters, picture
stimuli, or a topic sentence. Deno, Marston, and Mirkin (1982) replicated the results of
the initial studies, finding that TWW, TWC, CLS, and mature words were, again, most
highly related to the criterion measures. Vindeen, Deno, and Marston (1982) expanded
the research by exploring the relation between the curriculum based measures and teacher
holistic ratings, as well as to the standardized criterion measures (i.e., TOWL,
Developmental Sentence Scoring System). Their results indicated a correlation of .85
between TWW and teacher holistic ratings, and a correlation of .84 between TWC and
teacher holistic ratings. The correlations between the TOWL and the curriculum based
measures were also strong, with a correlation of .66 for TWW, and .92 for TWC.
Correlations between the curriculum based measures and the Developmental Sentence
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Scoring System were not as strong, with correlations of .51 for TWW and .52 for TWC
(Marston).
More recently, Gansle, VanDerHeyden, Noell, Resetar, and Williams (2006)
examined the technical adequacy of previously studied curriculum-based measures in
writing. Results supported previous findings, showing moderate correlations between the
Total Language score on the Stanford-9 Achievement Test and several traditional
curriculum-based measures for elementary school students, including TWW (r = .34),
TWG (r = .38), and CWS (r = .43). Additionally, technical adequacy data on less
frequently studied variables also were presented^ supporting the validity of these
measures, including words in complete sentences (r = .41), correct punctuation (r = .39),
correct capitalization (r = .28), and complete sentences (r = .36). Further studies have
been completed which explored the discriminative validity (e.g., Parker, Tindal, &
Hasbrouk, 1991; Watkinson & Lee, 1992) in addition to criterion-related validity (e.g.,
Espin, Scierka, Skare, & Halverson, 1999) of CBM in the area of writing. Several
researchers have examined the validity of using curriculum-based measures with
secondary school students (Tindal & Parker, 1989a; Watkinson & Lee; Espin et al.).
Results have shown that traditional measures, such as TWW and TWC, are not as strong
of predictors of writing performance for students in secondary grades as for elementary
school students, and production-independent measures, which focus on accuracy as
opposed to fluency, are often cited as being better predictors for secondary students
(Malecki & Jewell, 2003; Tindal & Parker; Watkinson & Lee). Tindal and Parker
demonstrated that percentage of correct word sequences, percentage of correctly spelled
words, and mean length of correct word sequences were more highly related to teacher
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holistic ratings of student writing performance than their production-dependent
counterparts for middle school students. These studies are described in detail in the
following sections.
The reliability of CBM in writing was also examined, with positive results.
Results of initial studies indicated reliability estimates ranging from .42 to .91 for TWW,
.46 to .81 for TWC, and .51 to .92 for CLS, using test-retest reliability (Marston, 1989).
Using parallel form reliability, studies indicated reliability estimates for TWW ranging
from .42 to .96, with most estimates above .70. For TWC, indicated reliability estimates
ranged from .41 to .95, and for CLS, reliability estimates ranged from .49 to .96. For all
three measures, interrater scoring was very high (Marston).
Using Curriculum-Based Measures to Differentiate Between Students
With and Without Disabilities
In order to examine its discriminative validity, researchers have explored the
possibility of using CBM in writing to differentiate between students with disabilities and
students without disabilities, including high- and low-achieving general education
students, and non-disabled students in remedial programs. Traditional identification
procedures (e.g., commercial nationally norm-referenced tests) have not been consistently
reliable in distinguishing between different educational groups (Shinn & Marston, 1985);
however, studies have shown that curriculum-based measures reliably differentiate
between students in different educational groups in the areas of reading (e.g., Shinn &
Marston), math (e.g., Shinn & Marston), written expression (e.g., Watkinson & Lee,
1992, Tindal & Parker, 1989a), and spelling (e.g., Shinn & Marston). Shinn and Bamonto
(1998) indicate that interest in curriculum-based measures "exploded in the mid-1980s"
due to a decrease in the confidence of the test-and-place model using nationally norm-
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referenced tests (p.3) as well as an increased interest in alternative assessment practices.
This ability to distinguish between groups of students supports the use of curriculumbased measures for the purpose of special education screening and eligibility decisionmaking (Shinn & Marston; Fewster & MacMillan, 2002); however, initial studies in the
area of written expression indicated that typical measures (e.g., TWW, TWC) may not be
sensitive enough to differentiate between groups of general education students reliably as
reading or spelling measures (Shinn et al., 1986). More recent research, however, has
demonstrated that alternate CBM writing measures could differentiate between groups of
students reliably (Parker et al., 1991; Watkinson & Lee, 1992).
Two of the first studies to compare the performance of groups of students
examined CBM in the areas of reading, spelling, and written expression (Shinn &
Marston, 1985; Shinn et al., 1986). Results of both of these studies indicated that the
typically used CBM in writing (e.g., TWW, TWC) did not reliably differentiate between
groups of students; however, results supported the use of writing CBM to distinguish
students with disabilities from non-disabled peers. Shinn and Marston compared the
writing performance of students in fourth through sixth grades who were in the general
education population, received Chapter 1 services, or who had an educational diagnosis
of mildly handicapped. Students completed CBM in the areas of reading, spelling, math,
and written expression. In the area of written expression, students were given a story
starter and 3 minutes to write, and the passages were scored for TWC. In all grades, the
performance of the students with mild handicaps was significantly different from the
students in the other two groups in all areas of CBM. For students in grade 4, all three
groups were significantly different from each other on the writing measure; however, for
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students in grades 5 and 6, Chapter 1 students and general education students did not
show any differences in performance from one another. This study is notable because it
showed that CBM reliably differentiates between students receiving Chapter 1 services
and those students in special education, as traditional identification procedures (i.e., test
and place model) have not been able to reliably differentiate between these groups (Shinn
& Marston). In a similar study, Shinn et al. included weekly progress monitoring for five
weeks in the areas of reading, spelling, and written expression in addition to using CBM
to differentiate between students with and without disabilities. They addressed the
following research questions: (1) Do students receiving learning disability services
perform more poorly on average than low-achieving students, (2) Do students receiving
learning disability services show less academic gain over a five-week period than lowachieving students, and (3) Is the rate of learning less for students receiving learning
disability services than for low-achieving students? Dependent measures included, in
reading, number of words read correctly (WRC) and number of words read incorrectly; in
spelling, number of words spelled correctly and number of correct letter sequences
(CLS); and in written expression, TWW and TWC. First, an analysis of statistically
significant differences between the groups on each of the measures was conducted.
Results indicated that reading and spelling measures consistently demonstrated a high
relationship with the students' group membership. The written expression measures,
however, did not support the differentiation between the groups. They appeared "less
reliable in differentiating students in learning disability programs and those who are low
achieving" (Shinn et al., p. 549). Second, a week-by-week comparison was made
between the groups on each of the measures to determine if the students with learning
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disabilities showed fewer gains over thefive-weekperiod. Results indicated slopes of
improvement in the areas of reading and spelling were not significantly different between
the groups of students, and in the area of written expression, the group of students with
learning disabilities showed more gains in written expression than the low achieving
group. The results of these studies did support the use of CBM in the areas of reading and
spelling to differentiate between groups of students. Nonetheless, in terms of using CBM
in the area of writing, results were less promising, and indicated that further research was
needed.
Parker et al. (1991) expanded on the existing CBM writing research by exploring
the suitability of using the six initially-studied measures for the purposes of special
education screening and eligibility decisions through two separate research studies with
students in grades 2 through 5 and grades 6, 8, and 11. These studies were designed to
build upon previous research and correct several limitations of those studies, including
small samples on which distributions were based, lack of research on the sensitivity of
the measures around and at the cut-off scores, reliability calculated within, rather than
across, grade level, and limited research regarding teachers' holistic ratings of student
writing. The objective variables explored included TWW, TWC, correct word sequences
(CWS), percentage of correctly spelled words (%TWC), and percentage of correct word
sequences (%CWS). Additionally, each passage was rated holistically. Five descriptive
analyses were completed, including comparing mean scores across grades and from fall
to winter within a school year, producing histograms to describe score distributions,
comparing percentile ranks for correct word sequences and percentage of correct word
sequences, placing standard error of measurement bands on the percentile graphs for
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grade 5, and correlating thefivecountable indices with teachers' holistic ratings of
writing quality.
Parker et al. indicated that there werefivemajorfindings.First, based on mean
score increases across grade levels, all five indices (i.e., TWW, TWC, CWS, %TWC,
%CWS) appeared suitable to make eligibility and screening decisions. Second, analysis
based on grade-level histograms suggested that at certain grade levels, some indices were
less suitable than others. Only the %TWC was suitable at grade 2, and at grade 3, only
%TWC and %CWS. At grade 4, %TWC, %CWS, and TWW appeared to be suitable. The
remaining indices were deemed unsuitable "because of positive skewness or clustering of
the scores at the low end of the scale" (Parker et al., p. 13). Third, findings from analyses
of percentile line graphs indicated that only %TWC and %CWS were suitable for
screening-eligibility decisions. The fourth majorfindingof the studies indicated that
neither CWS or %CWS could distinguish well between percentile ranks near the bottom
of the score scale, as they could not distinguish between a 30-percentile point spread
(CWS) or a 20-percentile point spread (%CWS). Thefinalmajorfindingof the studies
was related to the agreement between the countable indices and the teacher holistic
ratings of the writings. These agreements confirm both the validity of CWS, and the
weakness of TWW, which is in accordance withfindingsfromprevious studies (e.g.,
Tindal & Parker, 1989a). Overall, Parker et al. recommend the %TWC when making
screening-eligibility decisions; however, they indicate it has only been proved to be
moderately effective due to the range of uncertainty at the bottom of the percentile ranks.
Watkinson and Lee (1992) expanded on the limited research conducted with
students in middle school by examining differences on writing CBM with students with
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learning disabilities in the area of written expression and students without learning
disabilities. Writing probes were administered to approximately 600 sixth through eighth
grade students during their language arts classes. Students were provided with story
starters and given one minute to think and three minutes to write. The measures collected
included TWW, legible words (Leg: identifiable letters, must approximate known words),
TWC, CWS, incorrect word sequences (IWS), percentage of legible words (%Leg),
%TWC, and %CWS. Statistically significant differences between the groups were found
between both production-dependent measures (i.e., CWS, IWS) and productionindependent measures (i.e., %Leg, %TWC, and %CWS). All measures were determined
to demonstrate differences between students with learning disabilities and students
without learning disabilities, with the exception of TWW, Leg., and TWC. Statistically
significant differences between groups existed for all of the production-independent
measures (i.e., %Leg., %TWC, and %CWS), and for two production-dependent measures
(i.e., CWS and IWS). This study was one of the first to include alternate measures (i.e.,
production-independent measures). Results indicated that typically-used metrics, TWW
and TWC, may not be adequate CBM measures in writing and production-independent
measures may be more appropriate measures, indicating the need for further research to
determine the ability of production-independent measures to discriminate between groups
of students and to reflect student progress over time.
In addition to examining the ability of CBM to differentiate between groups of
students, a number of studies have examined the comparison between CBM and teachers'
perceptions and ratings of student performance. In one such study, Tindal and Parker
(1989a) included a comparison of CBM to teachers' holistic ratings of student
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performance. Specifically, they examined the relationship between middle-school
students' performance on CBM in writing in order to determine the relation to teachers'
holistic ratings of the students' writing products. The performance of students in special
education and students in remedial programs were compared. The objective measures
collected included TWW, Leg., TWC, CWS, mean length of correct word sequences
(MLCWS), %Leg., %TWC, and %CWS. The subjective measures included holistic
judgments made by the students' teachers regarding the communicative effectiveness of
the writing, which was based on a 7-point Likert scale. Results indicated highly
statistically significant differences between the groups with the holistic ratings.
Additionally, on the objective measures (i.e., the three production-independent indices of
%CWS, %TWC, and MLCWS), there were also statistically significant differences
between the groups of students. No statistically significant differences were found on the
production-dependent counterparts (e.g., TWW, Leg.) to those measures between the two
groups of students. In other words, the production-independent measures, which were
computed as ratios (e.g., %CWS), were highly related to the teachers' holistic ratings,
while the production-dependent variables (e.g., TWW) were weakly related to the
teachers' holistic ratings.
Fewster and MacMillan (2002) sought tofindevidence to support the validity of
using CBM in the schools by using teachers' future course grades and placement
decisions. They tracked the performance of students in grades 2 through 7 over three
years in order to determine if CBM scores in reading and writing can reliably predict
future academic outcomes in English and social studies classes, as well as future
placement in special education, learning assistance, general education, and honors
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classes. In the area of reading, words read correctly (WRC) was counted, and in the area
of written expression, TWC were counted. Results of the study indicated statistically
significant positive correlations between the elementary CBM scores in reading and
writing, and secondary school English and social studies grades. Overall, WRC was
correlated more highly with the grades than TWC. Correlations were highest in grade 8,
and decreased gradually over time. In addition to correlations, a discriminative analysis
was completed in order to examine the ability of a combination of CBM scores to
differentiate between students classified in program placement groups. Resultsfromthis
analysis indicated that "there were reliable separation of the four program groups using
both CBM measures" (Fewster & MacMillan, p. 153). All differences between groups
were statistically significant at the .05 level, with the exception of the differentiation
between the special education and the remedial support groups. In addition to
corroborating previous research which supports using CBM to predict membership in
special education and remedial groups, this study demonstrates the utility of using CBM
to predict membership in honors classes as well.
Overall, the research supports the use of CBM to predict performance in school
curricula, including group membership (e.g., special education, Chapter 1, general
education, honors classes) (e.g., Shinn & Marston, 1985; Watkinson & Lee, 1992). In the
area of written expression, however, results of initial studies did not always indicate the
ability to differentiate between groups (e.g., Shinn et al., 1986). The initial studies used
the most basic writing measures (e.g., TWC, TWW); however, when more "advanced"
production-independent CBM writing measures were introduced (e.g., %CWS, %TWC),
the validity of these measures to differentiate between groups was determined. In
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addition to demonstrating that CBM could reliably differentiate between groups of
students, results of studies demonstrated that CBM in the area of writing related closely
to teacher ratings of student performance, both through holistic ratings of writing and
semester grades.
Using Curriculum-Based Measures with Secondary Students
The literature regarding the use of CBM with secondary students is limited, and
more research with this population of students is needed. Results of studies by Tindal,
Parker, and colleagues using CBM in writing with secondary students have indicated that
measures which were proven to be valid at the elementary level may not be appropriate
for secondary level students (e.g., Tindal & Parker, 1989b). Citing the increasing
complexity of writing as a possible reason for the inadequacy of the "simple" productiondependent CBM in writing used at the elementary level, such as TWW, TWC, and
number of characters written, Espin et al. (1999) explored the criterion-related validity of
seven different indicators for predicting secondary students' writing proficiency.
Additionally, they explored the possibility that a combination of measures may be a
better predictor than a single measure for predicting student performance. The indicators
examined included TWW, number of characters written, number of characters per word,
number of sentences written, TWC, CWS, and MLCWS. A correlational analysis was
completed with these variables, using the standard scores of the language subtest of the
California Achievement Test (CAT: CTB/McGraw-Hill, 1985), students' first and second
semester English grades, independent ratings of the students' writing samples, and the
students' group placement (i.e., LD, basic English, regular English, enriched English) as
dependent variables.
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Correlational analysis revealed that the number of sentences and number of
characters per word were most strongly and consistently correlated with the writing
performance measures. Number of CWS and MLCWS also consistently correlated with
the writing performance measures, with many of the correlations being statistically
significant. Interestingly, the measures most often used at the elementary level, TWW
and TWC, were observed to have the weakest correlation with the writing performance
measures. A stepwise multiple regression revealed that a combination of variables may
be a better predictor of student performance in writing than any single variable. Three
variables, characters per word, number of sentences, and MLCWS, accounted for 38% of
all variance of the Language Total score on the CAT. Overall, the correlational results of
this study indicate that two measures, number of sentences and characters per word, are
potentially more adequate predictors of student writing performance at the secondary
level than traditional writing CBM (e.g., TWW). The results of the regression analysis
supported the hypothesis that a combination of variables would be better than any single
predictor. Three variables, characters per word, number of sentences, and MLCWS may
be better predictors of student writing performance when used in combination than any
measure used alone.
A follow-up study by Espin et al. (2000) sought to further extend the research
conducted at the secondary level. Their study examined three different issues: the
reliability and validity of the quantitative indicators, the effects of the type of writing and
sample duration on reliability and validity, and whether a combination of measures would
be a better indicator of student writing performance than a single measure. The predictor
variables examined in this study included TWW, TWC, words spelled incorrectly (TWI),
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total number of characters written, sentences written, characters per words, words per
sentence, CWS, correct word sequences minus incorrect word sequences (CWS-IWS),
and MLCWS. Correlation coefficients were determined by computing the correlation
between each CBM measure and the teacher's rating of the student's writing proficiency.
The correlations all proved to be moderate with the exception of CWS-IWS, which had
moderately strong correlations. This pattern was consistent when comparing the CBM
measures to the district writing test. When looking at a combination of measures, no other
variable added to the strength of the predictive validity beyond CWS-IWS. These results
do not necessarily support previousfindingsby Espin et al. (1999), except to determine
that traditional CBM measures used with elementary aged students in the area of writing
do not appear to be adequate with secondary students.
Weissenburger and Espin (2005) studied the technical adequacy of CBM in
writing across three different grade levels, fourth, eighth, and tenth grades. CBM
examined included TWW, CWS, and CWS-IWS. Measures were taken for three different
durations: 3, 5, and 10 minutes. Alternate form reliability was examined, as well as
criterion-related validity to a state standards test (i.e., Wisconsin Knowledge and Concept
Examinations). Results indicated that at all grade levels, CWS and CWS-IWS had
stronger criterion-related validity than TWW, and at all grade levels, CWS-IWS was the
strongest predictor of performance. Results also indicated that the technical adequacy of
CBM in written expression decreases with age, but thisfindingwas less pronounced for
the more complex measure of CWS-IWS. Finally, data showed decreasing alternate form
reliability coefficients with shorter sample lengths for older students.

A recent study by Espin et aL (2008) examined the predictive validity of CBM in
writing to a state standards test for high school students. This study was unique in that it
examined CBM with high school students, and most previous studies with secondary
level students were conducted with middle school students. The results of this study
indicate that the measures that had the strongest validity and reliability coefficients were
CWS-IWS and CWS (in comparison to TWW and TWC). Additionally, this study
examined curriculum based measures written for four different durations (i.e., 3, 5, 7, and
10 minutes). Similar to the Weissenburger and Espin (2005) study, results indicated that
alternate form reliability increased steadily with writing time up to seven minutes, with
strongest coefficients found for 7 and 10 minute writing probes, but with little difference
between these two.
In summary, the research completed at the secondary level indicates that measures
used at the elementary level may not be appropriate for use with secondary students, and
using multiple measures may be a better predictor of student performance. Results from
studies conducted with secondary students have produced some conflicting results,
pointing to a need for future research in this area. Specifically, the variables which need
to be examined further with this population of students include number of sentences,
characters per words, MLCWS and CWS-IWS. Additionally, at the secondary level,
longer duration of writing samples may produce increased reliability and validity of the
measures.
Alternate Methods for Evaluating Writing with Curriculum-Based Measures
A small number of research studies have examined alternative CBM in Writing,
including previously discussed studies by Tindal and Parker (1989a), Watkinson and Lee
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(1992), and Espin et al. (1999). Gansle et al. (2002) sought to expand on the existing
research base on CBM in writing by comparing a wide range of variables to criterion
variables, including standardized tests and teacher ranking of student writing in order to
assess the validity of these measures. Predictor variables examined included TWW, parts
of speech (i.e., nouns, verbs, and adjectives), long words, TWC, total punctuation marks,
correct punctuation marks, correct capitalization, complete sentences, CWS, sentence
fragments, simple sentences, and a number of computer-scored variables (i.e., MS Word
Flesch Reading Ease, MS Word Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level, WP Flesch-Kincaid Grade
Level WP Sentence Complxity, and WP Vocabulary Complexity). This study was the
first to examine many of these variables, including parts of speech, total punctuation
marks, correct punctuation marks, correct capitalization, complete sentences, sentence
fragments, simple sentences, and the computer-scored variables. In addition to
calculating correlations between each of the predictor variables and the criterion
variables, the researchers calculated interscorer reliability, alternate forms reliability, and
multiple regressions for each of the criterion variables.
Participants included 179 third and fourth grade students who completed two 3minute writing probes on two consecutive days. Interscorer reliability was calculated, and
all but four variables were above .80. The four variables which fell below had agreements
between .71 and .80 and included complete sentences, words in complete sentences,
sentencefragments,and simple sentences. Despite lower agreements, these variables
were still included in the analyses due to the exploratory nature of the study. Pearson
correlations were calculated between the criterion measures and the CBM in writing.
With the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) Language Usage score, the statistically

significant correlations were found with correct punctuation marks (r =.36), words in
complete sentences (r =.34), CWS (r =.36), and simple sentences (r =.32). For the Total
Subscale score of the ITBS, statistically significant correlations were found with long
words (r =.33), total punctuation marks (r =.43), correct punctuation marks (r =.44),
words in complete sentences (r =.34), CWS (r=.43), and simple sentences (r =.38). For
the Louisiana Educational Assessment Program (LEAP) write competently subscale,
statistically significant correlations were found with number of verbs (r =.33), TWC (r
=.29), and CWS (r =.28). For the LEAP conventions of language subscale, a statistically
significant correlation was found only with CWS (r =.41). In order to further examine the
relationship between variables and criterion test scores, a series of stepwise forward
multiple-regression analyses were carried out. For third graders, the variables entering the
regression equation for the LEAP language usage subscale included CWS, verbs, and
correct punctuation marks. The variables entering the equation for the LEAP language
total score included correct punctuation marks, CWS, and long words. For the fourth
graders, the variables entering the equation for the LEAP write competently scale
included verbs and the WP vocabulary complexity score. For the use of conventions
subscale, the variables included CWS, TWW, and nouns. When examining the
correlations with teacher rankings of student writing, the variables significantly related
included CWS, TWW, and correct punctuation marks.
The results of this study present a number of interesting and important findings
that point to the need for future research in this area. Based on correlations with criterion
test scores as well as teacher rankings, two new variables presented themselves as
possible choices as an index of writing skill, including correct punctuation marks and
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words in complete sentences. In addition, results supported the validity of CWS as a
CBM writing measure. Future research should examine these variables more closely, and
should develop procedures to quickly train scorers to score words in complete sentences
more reliably. The results of this study also support previous research that demonstrates
that TWW may not be the best predictor of writing skill. Because this study was the first
to examine many of the variables, the social validity of these measures requires
replication.
Rationale for the Current Study
An obvious strength of CBM is its cost effectiveness to school districts. As a
formative evaluation tool, CBM is relatively inexpensive to reproduce, requires minimal
administration time, can be given frequently to assess student progress over short periods
of time, and is sensitive to small improvements in student performance. Effective
educators need formative evaluation tools to guide their decision making when designing
instruction. Over the past 20 years, much of the CBM research has been conducted in the
areas of reading and math, whereas very little has focused on writing (Gansle et aL, 2002;
Jewell & Malecki, 2005). This may be due, in part, to the complexity of the construct of
writing. Since the development of CBM, researchers have been making gains in the area
of writing CBM, including the development of new measures such as productionindependent measures (e.g., %CWS, %TWC) (e.g., Parker et.aL, 1991). Despite these
gains, CBM in writing continues to be the least researched area of CBM (Gansle et al.).
Gansle et al. provided the field with a seminal study that has not been replicated to date.
In order to assess the validity of the measures that appeared to be promising in terms of
written expression, the measures must be examined more closely, which this study does.

The current study replicated and extended the work of Gansle and colleagues, using a
substantially larger sample of participants in order to further extend the research in the
area of CBM in writing.
The participating school district has evaluated the practical utility of CBM in
reading by examining the relationship between GBM in reading and students'
performance on the Michigan Educational Assessment Program's (MEAP) fourth grade
reading assessment (McGlinchey & Hixson, 2004). The school district was pleased with
the degree to which CBM reading probes predicted later performance on the MEAP and
has begun using CBM reading probes as a formative evaluation measure in its K-6
schools. The participating school district wanted to evaluate the practical utility and
predictive validity of CBM in the area of writing. Results may be used to employ CBM
writing measures to screen students morefrequentlyin order to identify those students in
need of more intensive intervention. The school district requested our assistance in this
evaluation process and we were interested in providing such assistance for two main
reasons. First, this evaluation process could improve the school district's capacity to
improve students' written expression in a proactive and preventative manner. Second,
data concerning the utility of writing CBM that are collected by the school district may
extend the current base of research in the area, and may be a topic of interest to many
other researchers, as well as school staff.
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CHAPTERII
METHOD
Participants
Participants in this study included 700 fourth grade students in a large urban
school district in a Midwestern city located within a North Central state in the United
States. All 14 elementary schools within the school district participated in the study. All
students in the fourth grade at the elementary schools participated in the study if they
were present when the writing probe was administered. Three hundred fifty five (50.7%)
students were female and 345 (49.3%) students were male. Three hundred sixty one
(51.6%) students were African American, 274 (39.1%) were Caucasian, 45 (6.4%) were
Hispanic, and for 20 students (2.9%) ethnicity information was unavailable. Four hundred
fifty six (65.1%) of the participants were identified as being economically disadvantaged
(i.e., received free or reduced lunch).
For the purpose of this study, the primary investigator requested archival data
from the school district in order to extend the research in the area of CBM in writing, as
well as provide the school district with useful information concerning the use of writing
CBM probes as formative evaluation tools. Archival data requested included information
regarding students in the fourth grade during the 2002-2003 school year, including the
students' performance on the Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP)
English Language Arts (ELA) assessments administered in February 2003 and October
2005, their performance on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) Reading assessment
administered in April 2005, and copies of the CBM writing probes administered during
the spring of 2003.

Scorers
One individual with a specialist degree in education in school psychology, three
individuals with a master's degree in speech pathology, and one individual with a
bachelor's degree in education, who are all employed full-time within public school
districts, scored the writing probes.
Independent Variables
This study examined the relationship between the CBM in writing and two
standardized assessments (i.e., MEAP, ITBS). To further explore variables that might
have a stronger predictive relationship than TWW, nineteen independent variables were
calculated for each writing probe. Independent variables were chosen based on measures
used in previous research (Gansle et aL, 2002). This study used the same definitions
employed by previous researchers (Shinn, 1989; Gansle et aL). The definitions are as
follows:
Total Words Written
The total number of Words written during the 3-minute period were recorded,
including words spelled incorrectly. Numbers that were not spelled out were not counted
as words (Shinn, 1989).
Total Words Correct
The total number of words spelled correctly on each probe were counted. For a
word to be included, it was not necessary that it be spelled correctly in context. If the
word was spelled correctly in isolation, it was included (Shinn, 1989).
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Parts ofSpeech
The total number of nouns, verbs, and adjectives written were recorded for each
writing probe. Those parts of speech were defined based on Howell and Memering
(1993).
Long Words
The total number of words on each probe that were spelled correctly and
contained eight or more letters were counted.
Punctuation Marks
The total number of punctuation marks were counted, regardless of whether or not
they were used correctly. When a set of double quotation marks were used (e.g., "I like
it"), two punctuation marks were counted.
Correct Punctuation Marks
Punctuation marks that were applied correctly were counted. "If a punctuation
mark appeared in the passage, a determination was made whether it was in the correct
location in the sentence (e.g., a period, question mark, or exclamation mark appeared at
the end of the sentence, and after a subject/verb combination) and whether it was
appropriate for that sentence in that location (e.g., a question mark followed a question
word such as'what'or'how')" (Gansle et al., 2002, p. 482).
Correct Capitalization
Correct uses of capital letters were counted. This included words at the beginning
of a sentence, proper nouns, and proper nouns within quotation marks (Gansle et aL,
2002).

Correct Word Sequences
Correct word sequences were counted according to Shinn's (1989) definition:
"Count as a word sequence the joining of two words together that are spelled correctly
and are grammatically correct" (p. 241). Each two-word sequence was considered in
isolation. If two words in sequence could be correct as written in the context of any
sentence, they were counted as a correct word sequence. For example, "He go to the
store" was counted as three correct word sequences. He-go: incorrect, go-to: correct 1, tothe: correct 2, the-store: correct 3. Punctuation was not considered in the correct word
sequence count Incorrect word sequences were also counted, using the same definition as
above. In addition, three variables derivedfromthese measures were calculated,
including correct minus incorrect word sequences (CWS-IWS), percentage of correct
word sequences (%CWS), and percentage of incorrect word sequences (%I WS).
Complete Sentences
Complete sentences were counted using the rules outlined in Gansle et al. (2002).
It was required that they (a) start with a capital letter, (b) have a recognizable subject, (c)
have a verb, and (d) have ending punctuation.
Words in Complete Sentences
The total number of words in all sentences that are counted as complete were
counted. Percentage of words in complete sentences was also calculated.
Fragments
Sentencefragmentswere counted based on the definition by Howell and
Memering (1993, p. 76): "A sentencefragmentis incomplete. Part of the sentence is
missing."
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Simple Sentences
Simple sentences were counted according to the definition found in Howell and
Memering (1993): "A simple sentence is one independent clause... Each contains only
one subject and one main verb" (p.73). Only sentences that were counted as complete
sentences as defined above could be scored as simple sentences.
Not Simple Sentences
Not simple sentences were counted based on definitions for compound, complex,
and compound-complete sentences found in Howell & Memering (1993). "A compound
sentence contains at least two independent clauses but no dependent clauses" (p.73). "A
complex sentence contains one independent clause and at least one dependent clause" (p.
74). "A compound-complex sentence contains two (or more) independent clauses and one
(or more) dependent clauses" (p. 74).
Dependent Variables
Michigan Educational Assessment Program
In Michigan, students are required to take the Michigan Educational Assessment
Program (MEAP), or an alternate test, at various points in their educational career,
assessing several different academic domains. The MEAP is a criterion-referenced testing
program initiated by the State of Michigan during the 1969-1970 school year for the
purpose of determining what students can do in comparison to the standards set by the
State Board of Education. During the 2002-2003 and the 2005-2006 school year, students
in the fourth and seventh grades respectively, were required to take a Language Arts
portion of the assessment, including both a reading and a writing section. The writing
score was based upon two writing samples, writingfromknowledge and experience, for

which students were given a theme to write about, and writing in response to reading, for
which studentsfirstread a passage and then wrote answers to specific questions
regarding the passage. The total ELA score was based on a combination of the students'
performance on the reading and writing portions of the MEAP. For the edition of the
MEAP administered during the 2002-2003 and 2005-2006 school years, there were four
levels of scores on the writing and ELA portions (i.e., Level 1, or "exceeded standards,"
Level 2, or "met standards," Level 3, or "basic performance," and Level 4, "apprentice").
Students who achieved a level 1 of level 2 were considered to have "passed" the MEAP.
Both the writing assessment and the ELA assessment scores were included as dependent
measures in this study.
Iowa Test ofBasic Skills
The Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) is a standardized, norm-referenced
assessment initially developed at The University of Iowa College of Education (2007).
The assessments are designed to provide achievement scores to monitor a student's
progressfromyear to year. The ITBS is used as an annual assessment of all students in
Iowa, but many other school districts across the country use this assessment to monitor
their students' academic achievement. The students in the current study took the reading
portion of the ITBS during their fifth grade year, and the resultsfromthat assessment
were used for the current study. The reading portion of the administered ITBS included
the following subtests: Vocabulary, Reading Comprehension, Spelling, Capitalization*
Punctuation, and Usage and Expression.
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Time Variables
For 21% of the writing probes, the scorer recorded the time it took her to score
each hand-scored variable, using a hand-held stopwatch or timer.
Procedures
Probe Administration
CBM writing probes were administered at 14 elementary schools, which included
39 fourth grade classrooms, over a period of three weeks in the spring of 2003, using
story starters that were approved by curriculum specialists at the school district. Within
two weeks of the first administration, a second administration with a different story
starter was completed in 11 classrooms in order to assess the stability of the scores over a
short period of time. All writing probes were administered in whole-class format,
following procedures outlined by Shinn (1989).
Procedural Integrity
Thirty-nine classrooms participated in this study, and eleven were administered
the writing probe on two occasions. Of those 50 administration sessions, 10 (20%) were
assessed for procedural integrity of administration of the writing probes by a trained
observer. In all ten sessions assessed for procedural integrity, 100% of steps were
completed correctly.
Scorer Training
Scoring instructions for each predictor variable were developed and refined by
Gansle et al. (2002). These scoring instructions were used with slight alterations in
scoring procedures in the present study. In order to train scorers on each of the predictor
variable definitions, as a group, the scorers reviewed each of the definitions, including
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examples, with the first author. Scorers scored each of the variables using practice
writing probes and discussed the scoring definitions to explain discrepancies. After all
scorers agreed that the definitions were sufficiently clear, each scorer received copies of
five randomly selected practice writing probes to compute each of the measures. When
completed, the probes were scored for reliability. On all measures that had less than 80%
reliability, the definitions were again reviewed and practiced as a group with practice
writing probes. Following the second training session, scorers were provided with a
packet of 15 - 20 writing probes that they were to score independently for interscorer
reliability. When they were completed, their probes were scored for accuracy. The scorer
was then provided with a second packet of 15 - 20 probes to score independently.
Scoring
All probes were independently scored by one of the three scorers. Ninety-seven of
the probes (13.9%) were scored a second time by a second independent scorer to assess
interscorer reliability.
Analyses
Multiple stepwise regressions were completed to determine the best predictors of
the dependent variables (Le., MEAP writing assessment, MEAP ELA assessment, ITBS
Reading assessment). A stepwise method (Afifi & Clark, 1990) was used, which is
appropriate for explqratory analyses and allowed for adding Variables to the predictive
equation (Pedhazur, 1982). Stepwise regression starts with only the predicted variable,
after which the computed F-to-enter is calculated for each variable and the variables
entered one at a time (Afifi & Clark). The F-to-enter is a measure of the statistical
association between each predictor and the criterion. After each step, the F-to-enter is

recalculated for the residual variance in the criterion, and the predictor with the largest F
is entered. After each predictor has been added to the regression equation, all the
predictors already in the equation are reexamined to determine whether they should be
removed. A partial F test is performed on the predictor already in the equation that
produced the smallest increment in R2. If the predictor no longer satisfies the criteria for
inclusion, it is removed from the equation. This process continues until no remaining
predictor's F ratio is statistically significant based on the probability value set as the
criterion to enter, which was p < .05 for these analyses.
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CHAPTERIII
RESULTS
Preliminary Data Analyses
Descriptive Statistics and General Assumptions of Analyses
As a &st step in the data analyses, descriptive statistics were calculated on all
independent and dependent variables to determine the mean, standard deviation,
skewness and kurtosis. Please see Table 1 for the mean and standard deviation for all
independent variables. Data were checked for accuracy, linearity, normality, and
homoscedasticity. Bi-variate scatterplots were examined in order to assess linearity.
Normality was assessed by examining bi-variate scatterplots as well as examining
•
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variable statistics for skewness and kurtosis, and by the Kolomogorov-Smirnov statistic.
Homoscedasticity was also assessed by examining bi-variate scatterplots. Outliers were
identified using box plots, and subsequently these outliers were checked for accuracy. No
cases were droppedfromthe analyses due to data error.
Evaluations of normality led to transformation of several independent and
dependent variables. A square root transformation was applied to the following variables:
total words written (TWW), total words correct (TWC), nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct
word sequences (CWS), not-simple sentences, ITBS in Reading, and 2005 MEAP writing
assessment. A logarithm formula was used to transform punctuation marks, correct
punctuation marks, correct capitalization, complete sentences, and incorrect word
sequences (IWS). An inverse transformation formula was used to transform long words,
fragments, and simple sentences. A reflect and square root formula was used to transform
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%CWS and %WdsSent. These transformations resulted in variables that appeared to be
more normally distributed, based on the skewness statistics. The variables that were
normally distributed and did not require data transformations included words in complete
sentences, correct minus incorrect word sequences (CWS-IWS), 2003 MEAP writing
assessment, 2003 MEAP ELA assessment. The completed transformations resulted in
normal distributions for each individual variable; however, multivariate normality was
not achieved across the data set, therefore, the transformations were not successful. Based
on this information, and the idea that regression formulas are robust to violations of
normality, it was decided that only the untransformed data would be utilized for the
analyses.
Pearson Correlations Between Variables
Correlations between independent variables. Pearson correlations were run
between the independent variables in order to assess multicollinearity. Please see Table 2
for these statistics. High correlations existed for TWW with TWC, nouns, verbs, and
CWS; TWC with nouns, verbs, and CWS; CWS with nouns and verbs; and correct
punctuation marks with punctuation marks and complete sentences. High correlations
between these variables suggest that in each regression equation they may share a large
amount of common variance within the dependent variable, and subsequently regression
equations that include highly correlated variables should be interpreted with caution due
to expected instability of the results. After running the regressions, tolerance values were
examined in order to better identify independent variables most impacted by
multicollinearity. Across the 10 regression formulas, only three variables were identified
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as having tolerance values below 0.10: TWW, TWC, and punctuation marks, and these
were within the excluded variables in the regression equations.
Correlations between independent variables and MEAP assessments. Pearson
correlations were calculated between each independent variable and MEAP assessment
scores (please see Table 3 for these statistics). Correlations were small to moderate, and
the 2003 MEAP assessments had the highest correlations with independent variables. For
the 2005 MEAP writing assessment, correlations with independent variables ranged from
.09 (fragments) to -.32 (CWS-IWS). For the 2003 MEAP writing assessment, the
correlations ranged from .14 (IWS) to -.40 (words in complete sentences). Correlations
with the 2005 ELA assessment ranged from. 15 (IWS) to -.37 (words in complete
sentences), and correlations with the 2003 ELA assessment rangedfrom-.20 (long
words) and .20 (IWS) to -.42 (CWS-IWS). For both the writing and ELA assessments in
2005 and 2003, all correlations were negative, with the exceptions offragmentsand IWS.
This was expected, as the lowest MEAP score (i.e., 1) actually represents the highest
achievement.
Correlations between independent variables and ITBS Reading assessment.
Pearson correlations were calculated between each independent variable and the ITBS
score (please see Table 3 for these statistics). Correlations were positive, with the
exception offragmentsand IWS, and ranged from -.16 (IWS) to .35 (punctuation marks).
Reliability
Interscorer agreement. Mean agreement and standard deviation of agreement for
each variable are presented in Table 4. All variables have average interscorer reliability
scores above 80%. Ninety-seven probes (13.9%) were scored by a second scorer to assess
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Table 1
Mean, standard deviation, and alternate form reliabilityfor independent variables.
Independent Variable

M

SD

r

(n=700)

(n = 700)

(n=199)

Total words written

35.14

15.07

.68

Total words correct

32.12

14.98

.68

Nouns

11.63

5.04

.60

Verbs

10.63

5.25

.50

4.72

2.89

.42

.72

1.14

.19

Punctuation marks

2.63

2.21

.41

Correct punctuation marks

2.46

2.16
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Correct capitalization

3.91

2.92

.43

Complete sentences

1.69

1.48

.53

24.20

18.50

.52

.65

1.07

.40

Not-simple sentences

1.06

.94

.47

Fragments

1.03

1.29

.35

Correct word sequences

27.92

14.00

.68

Incorrect word sequences

6.32

5.25

.60

Percentage correct word sequences

79.09

17.21

.54

Percentage words in sentences

65.15

40.23

.41

Correct minus incorrect word sequences

21.59

15.46

.66

Adjectives
Long words

Words in complete sentences
Simple sentences
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Table 2
Pearson correlations between independent variables (n=700).
TWW TWC

Long Nouns Verbs

Adj

tot
Punc

Cor
Punct

Cor
Cap

TWC

.98**

Long

.18**

23**

Nouns

go**

.87**

.22**

-

Verbs

.87**

.86**

.16**

72**

Adj

.70**

.69**

.08*

62**

45**

-

TotPunct

.45**

.48**

.23**

50**

.39**

.33**

-

CorrPunct

.45**

.48**

.23**

49**

41**

.33**

98**

CorrCap

.63**

.64**

.21**

.67**

.58**

.40**

.56**

.57**

;-

TotSent

.44**

.46**

19**

.46**

.43**

.32**

77**

.80**

59**

WdsSent

.64**

.66**

.26**

.61**

.59**

.46**

59**

.61**

.58**

CWS

.92**

.96**

27**

.82**

.83**

.65**

45**

.46**

.61**

Frag

19**

14**

_ ii**

.13**

.11**

14**

-.18** -.21**

-.01

S.Sent

19**

.20**

.07

2i**

19**

.16**

.60**

.61**

.43**

N.S.Sent

.48**

.51**

.23**

49**

.46**

.33**

.54**

.57**

.46**

IWS

.24**

.07

-.23**

.19**

.13**

.16**

-.15** _ 17**

%cws

.34**

.48**

.31**

.33**

.37**

.25**

.34**

.35**

.32**

%Wds

.21**

.24**

.20**

.23**

.23**

.15**

.45**

47**

.30**

CWS-IWS

.75**

.84**

.32**

.68**

71 **

.53**

.46**

.47**

.56**

*p<.05. **p<.01.

-

•

•

-

.

-.02
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Table 2 - Continued
Tot
Sent
WdsSent

.74**

CWS

44**

Frag

Wds
Sent

CWS

.66**

-

-.37** -.48** .09*

Frag

S.
Sent

N.S.
Sent

IWS

%CWS %Wds

-

S.Sent

77** .34** .16** -.14**

N.S.Sent

.69**

.79** .51** -.42**

.08*

-

IWS

-.14**

-.09* -.09* .32**

-.07

-.16**

%CWS

.32**

.39** .39** -.15**

.11** .38** -.70**

%Wds

.65**

.81** .81** -.64** .31** .68** -.20** .31**

CWSIWS

.45**

.63** .94**

-.03

.17**

.52**

.43**

.79**

.31**

Note. TWW = total words written, TWC = total words correct, Long = long words, Adj =
adjectives, TotPunct = punctuation marks, CorrPunct = correct punctuation marks,
CorrCap = correct capitalization, TotSent = complete sentences, WdsSent = words in
complete sentences, CWS = correct word sequences, Frag = sentencefragments,S.Sent =
simple sentences, N.S.Sent = not simple sentences, IWS = incorrect word sequences,
%CWS = percentage correct word sequences, %Wds = percentage words in complete
sentences, CWS-IWS -correct minus incorrect word sequences.
*p<.05. **p<.01
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interscorer reliability. In order to calculate interscorer reliability for the pair of scores for
each variable, the smaller number was divided by the larger number, and the result was
multiplied by 100. Scorers completed approximately 15-20 probes at a time. Scorers were
not asked to re-score any probes, even when the reliability was below .80 for a particular
independent variable in the group of probes. This scoring procedure is thought to be a
more accurate representation of how writing probes would be utilized in a school setting.
If, after the extensive training and practice that was completed, reliability among scorers
was still low, that particular measure may not be the most appropriate to use within a
school setting.
Delayed alternate forms reliability. In order to assess the stability of the measures
over a short period of time, a second writing probe was administered to 199 (28.4%)
students within two weeks of the initial measure. A different story starter was used, as it
was thought if the same story starter was used, students' performance could be enhanced
due to practice effects. Reliability was calculated as a Pearson correlation between the
two variables. Pearson correlations ranged from .19 (long words) to .68 (TWW) for the
variables, and all correlations were positive. The data on the alternate forms reliability are
presented in Table 1.
Time to Score Independent Variables
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, the duration to score each
independent variable was collected in seconds. Timed data were collected on 21.7% of
writing probes. The first author as well as two other scorers completed timings for each
measure. Please see Table 4 for these data. Sentencefragments,simple sentences, notsimple sentences and correct punctuation marks took the least amount of time to score at
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approximately 3-4 seconds to score per probe. CWS took the longest time to score, at
approximately 43 seconds per probe.
Variables to Be Entered in the Regression Equations
After examining initial descriptive and correlational analyses, one concern was
the high levels of multicollinearity between several of the independent variables. When
examining these correlation statistics, as well as the concept that each variable purports to
measure, it was determined that %IWS would be removed from the analyses due to the
very high correlation with %CWS (r = -1.0) and because the two variables measure the
inverse of the same concept. Despite the presence of high correlations between other
variables, no other variables were removedfromthe analyses, as it was felt that it is the
nature of the measures to be highly correlated, and they were in fact measuring different
concepts. Therefore, the complete set of stepwise regression analyses included TWW,
TWC, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation
marks, correct capitalization, complete sentences, words in complete sentences, simple
sentences, not-simple sentences,fragments,CWS, IWS and %CWS (variables not
included were percentage of words in sentences and CWS-IWS). Stepwise regressions
were run with these independent variables for each of the dependent variables.
In addition to the regression analyses including the complete set of independent variables,
the author felt that it may be appropriate to single out production-independent, as well as
more quality-based measures (vs. quantity based measures) and run a second set of
stepwise regression analyses. Previous research had demonstrated the validity of
production-independent measures (Tindal & Parker, 1989a; Watkinson & Lee, 1992;
Espin et al., 2000). Due to the need for additional research on the validity and

Table 3
f
and independent variables.
Pearson correlations between dependei

..'.

MEAP2003

MEAP2005

ITBS

Writing

ELA

Writing

ELA

Reading

(n = 622)

(n = 584)

(n = 517)

(n = 517)

(n = 532)

TWW

-.32**

-.30**

-.27**

-.26**

.23**

TWC

-.35**

-.33**

-.29**

-.29**

.26**

Long

_19**

-.20**

-.13**

-.18**

21**

Nouns

-.29**

-.29**

-.28**

-.27**

.22**

Verbs

-.31**

_31**

-.25**

-.26**

.25**

Adj

-.25**

-.24**

-.23**

-.22**

.17**

TotPunct

-.28**

-.37**

-.28**

_ 3i**

.33**

CorrPunct

-.30**

-.39**

-.28**

-.32**

.35**

CorrCap

-.28**

-.32**

-.29**

-.31**

.24**

TotSent

-.32**

-.37**

-.27**

-.35**

.33**

WdsSent

- 40**

-.40**

-.30**

-.37**

.33**

17**

.20**

.09*

.18**

_ j^**

S.Sent

-.16**

-.21**

-.16**

_ i9**

.18**

N.S.Sent

-.32**

-.35**

-.24**

-.33**

30**

cws

-.38**

-.38**

-.31**

-.32**

.29**

IWS

.14**

.20**

.10**

.15**

-.16**

CWS-IWS

-.40**

-.42**

-.32**

-.34**

.32**

Frag

*p<.05.

**p<.01
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Table 3 - Continued
MEAP2003

MEAP2005

ITBS

Writing

ELA

Writing

ELA

Reading

(n = 622)

(n = 584)

(n=517)

(n = 517)

(n = 532)

%CWS

-.32**'.

-.38**

-.30**

-.34**

.29**

%WdsSent

-.29**

-.29**

-.21**

-.30**

.26**

Note. TWW = total words written, TWC = total words correct, Long = long words, Adj :
adjectives, TotPunct = punctuation marks, COrrPunct = correct punctuation marks,
CorrCap = correct capitalization, TotSent = complete sentences, WdsSent = words in
complete sentences, CWS = correct word sequences, Frag = sentencefragments,S.Sent
simple sentences, N.S.Sent = not simple sentences, IWS = incorrect word sequences,
%CWS = percentage correct word sequences, %Wds = percentage words in complete
sentences, CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word sequences.
*p<.05. **p<.01

Table4
Interscorer agreement and time to score in seconds for independent variables.
Interscorer Agreement

Scoring Time
(in seconds)

~~~

M

~SD

(n = 93)

(n = 93)

~M~.

SD

(n= 152)

(n= 152)

TWW

99.40

1.37

13.90

6.16

TWC

97.95

2.91

20.55

9.90

Nouns

93.26

9.18

6.60

4.30

Verbs

93.93

8.01

22.40

10.90

Adj

81.92

22.05

21.40

10.01

Long

87.29

30.60

13,25

7.87

TotPunct

93.53

15.77

8.25

6.16

CorrPimct

92.97

17.63

4.60

9.73

CorrCap

89.39

21.97

8.40

5.00

TotSent

95.67

16.26

7.25

6.80

WdsSent

94.99

14.90

3.75

2.75

S.Sent

82.73

32.64

43.20

21.79

N.S.Sent

83.59

28.30

3.50

4.72

Frag

89.25

27.14

3.20

2.98

CWS

93.76

11.33

3.75

3.69

IWS

84.89

19.50

37.70

23.94
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Table 4 - Continued
Interscorer Agreement

Scoring Time
(in seconds)

W

~SD

~W

SD

(n = 93)

(n = 93)

(n=152)

(n=152)

%CWS

95.37

2.60

3.75

3.69

% WdsSent

96.56

3.84

3.20

2.98

CWS-IWS

85.81

9.78

41.45

Note. Scoring for percentage correct word sequences, percentage words in complete
sentences and correct minus incorrect word sequences was computerized; therefore,
scoring time reported is for the production-dependent counterpart of percentage of correct
word sequences and percentage of words in sentences. For correct minus incorrect word
sequences, the total scoring time of correct word sequences and incorrect word sequences
were added together. TWW = total words written, TWC = total words correct, Long =
long words, Adj = adjectives, TotPunct = punctuation marks, CorrPunct = correct
punctuation marks, CorrCap = correct capitalization, TotSent = complete sentences,
WdsSent = words in complete sentences, CWS = correct word sequences, Frag =
sentence fragments, S.Sent = simple sentences, N.S.Sent = not simple sentences, IWS =
incorrect word sequences, %CWS = percentage correct word sequences, %Wds =
percentage words in complete sentences, CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word
sequences.

effectiveness of production-independent variables, as well as the high multicollinearity
among many independent variables in the current study, a second set of regressions were
run with each dependent variable which included the following independent variables:
TWC, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, correct
capitalization, complete sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences,
and %C WS. These regressions also allowed for the inclusion of two less frequently
researched variables in the equation: CWS-IWS and %WdsSent. Previous studies have
demonstrated that CWS-IWS and %WdsSent may be valid predictors (e.g., Espin et al.,
2000; Gansle et al., 2002), and additional data is needed to further examine the utility of
these variables.
Regression Models
Complete Set ofIndependent Variables
2005 MEAP writing assessment. Please refer to Table 5 for the statistics for this
regression equation. Thefirstvariable to enter the regression equation for the 2005
MEAP writing assessment, when examining the complete set of independent variables
was CWS, accounting for 9.9% of the variance. The second variable to enter the
regression equation was correct punctuation marks, accounting for an additional 2.6% of
the variance, for a total of 12.5%. The third variable to enter the regression equation was
%CWS, which accounted for an additional 1.7% of the variance, for a total of 14.2%. The
fourth variable to enter the regression equation was I WS, which accounted for an
additional 0.8% of the variance, for a total of 15.0%. In the fifth step, CWS was removed
from the regression equation, removing less than 1% of the variance, for a total of 14.8%.
In the sixth and final step, correct capitalization entered the equation, accounting for an

additional 0.9% of the variance, for a total of 15.7% (F 1,512 = 23.91, p < .01). The Beta
coefficients in the final step of the regression equation were small: correct punctuation
-.14, %CWS -.33, IWS -.15, and correct capitalization -.12. CWS, correct punctuation
marks, %CWS and correct capitalization were negatively correlated with the MEAP
assessment, meaning that as the particular variable increased, MEAP performance also
increased. In contrast, IWS was positively correlated with the assessment meaning that as
this variable increased, MEAP performance decreased.
2003 MEAP writing assessment. Please refer to Table 6 for the statistics for this
regression equation. The first variable to enter the regression equation for the 2003
MEAP writing assessment, when examining the complete set of independent variables
was words in complete sentences, which accounted for 15.8% of variance. The second
variable to enter the equation was %CWS, which accounted for an additional 3.3% of the
variance, for a total of 19.1 %. In the third and last step of the model, CWS entered the
equation, accounting for an additional 0.7% of variance, for a total of 19.8% of variance
accounted for by this equation (F 1,6i8 - 50.91, p < .01). The Beta coefficients in the
final step of the regression equation were small: words in complete sentences -.26,
percentage of correct word sequences -.14, and correct word sequences -.13. All variables
were negatively related to the dependent variable, meaning that as one independent
variable increased, MEAP performance also increased.
2005 MEAP ELA assessment. Please refer to Table 7 for the statistics for this
regression equation. The first variable to enter the regression equation for the 2005
MEAP ELA assessment, when examining the complete set of independent variables, was
words in complete sentences, accounting for 13.8% of variance. In the second step,

%CWS was entered, accounting for an additional 4.9% of variance, for a total of 18.7%.
In the third and final step of the model, complete sentences was entered, accounting for
an additional 1.1% of variance, for a total of 19.3% of variance accounted for by this
model (F 1,513 = 42.25, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in thefinalstep of the regression
equation were small: words in complete sentences -.17, %CWS -.23, and complete
sentences -.16. All variables were negatively related to the MEAP ELA assessment
meaning that as the particular variable increased, MEAP performance also increased.
2003 MEAP ELA assessment. Please refer to Table 8 for the statistics for this
regression equation. The first variable to enter the regression equation for the 2003
MEAP ELA assessment, when examining the complete set of independent variables was
words in complete sentences, accounting for a total of 15.9% of variance. In the second
step, %CWS was entered, accounting for an additional 5.9% of variance, for a total of
21.8%. In the third andfinalstep, correct punctuation marks was entered, accounting for
an additional 2.3% of variance, for a total of 24.1% of variance accounted for by this
model (F i, sso = 61.30, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in thefinalstep of the regression
equation were small: words in complete sentences -.19, %CWS -.24, and correct
punctuation -.19. All variables were negatively correlated with the MEAP, meaning that
as the particular variable increased, MEAP performance also increased.
ITBS reading assessment. Please refer to Table 9 for the statistics for this
regression equation. The first variable to enter the regression equation for the ITBS
reading assessment, when examining the complete set of independent variables, was
correct punctuation marks, which accounted for 12.2% of the variance. Percentage of
CWS entered the equation in the second step, accounting for an additional 3.4% of the
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variance for a total of 15.6%. In the third step, words in complete sentences entered the
regression equation, accounting for an additional 1.3% of the variance, for a total of
16.9%. In the fourth andfinalstep, long words entered the equation, accounting for an
additional 0.7% of the variance. The variables entering this equation accounted for a total
of 17.6% of the variance (F i;527 = 28.18, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in thefinalstep
of the equation were small: correct punctuation marks .20, %CWS .15, words in complete
sentences .13, and long words .09. All variables entering the regression equation were
positively related to the dependent variable. On the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, a higher
score indicates higher achievement.
Production-Independent and Quality-Based Independent Variables
2005 MEAP writing assessment. Please refer to Table 10 for the statistics for this
regression equation. When examining only the quality-based and production-independent
set of independent variables, thefirstvariable to enter the regression equation for the
2005 MEAP writing assessment was CWS-IWS, which accounted for 10.2% of the
variance. In the second step of the model, correct punctuation was entered, accounting for
an additional 2.4% of the variance, for a total of 12.6%. In the third step, %CWS was
i"

entered into the equation, accounting for an additional 0.8% of the variance, for a total of
13.4%. In the fourth step of the model, correct capitalization was entered accounting for
an additional 1.3% of the variance, for a total of 14.7%. Finally, in thefifthstep, CWSIWS was removed from the model, removing .01% of the variance, for a total of 14.6%
of the variance accounted for by the model (F i, 513 = 29.32, p < .00). The Beta
coefficients in thefinalstep of the regression equation were small: correct punctuation
-.13, %CWS -.21, and correct capitalization -.16. All variables were negatively related to

•
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the dependent variable meaning that as the particular variable increased, MEAP
performance also increased.
2003 MEAP writing assessment. Please refer to Table 11 for the statistics for this
regression equation. When examining only the quality-based and production-independent
set of independent variables, the first variable to enter the regression equation for the
2003 MEAP writing assessment was CWS-IWS, accounting for 15.6% of the variance. In
the second and final step of the model, %WdsSent entered the equation, accounting for an
additional 3.2% of the variance, for a total of 18.8% (F i, 6i9 = 71.82, p < .00). The Beta
coefficients in the final step of the regression equation were as follows: CWS-IWS had a
moderate coefficient of-.34, and %WdsSent had a small coefficient of-.19. Both
variables were negatively related to the dependent variable, meaning that as the particular
variable increased, MEAP performance also increased.
2005 MEAP ELA assessment. Please refer to Table 12 for the statistics for this
regression equation. When examining only the quality-based and production-independent
set of independent variables, the first variable to enter the regression equation for the
2005 MEAP ELA assessment was complete sentences, accounting for 12.2% of variance.
In the second step, %CWS was entered, accounting for an additional 6.3% of variance,
for a total of 18.5%. In the third step, nouns was entered, accounting for an additional
0.8% of variance, for a total of 19.3%. In the fourth arid final step,fragmentswas entered,
accounting for an additional 0.7% of variance, for a total of 20.0% of variance accounted
for by this model (F 1,512 = 32.04, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in the final step of the
regression equation were small: complete sentences -.19, %CWS -.23, nouns -.14, and

Table 5
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2005 MEAP writing
assessment with the complete sef of independent variables (n = 517).
B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

Step 1 CWS

-.02

.00

-.31

-7.51

515

.10

Step 2 CWS

-.01

.00

-.24

-5.11

-.06

.02

-.18

-3.93

514

.13

-.01

.00

-.15

-2.72

CorrPunct

-.05

.02

-.17

-3.66

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.16

-3.13

513

.14

-.00

.00

-.06

-.99

CorrPunct

-.06

.02

-.18

-3.90

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.31

-3.67

IWS

-.02

.01

-.16

-2.24

512

.15

-.06

.01

-.19

-4.47

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.37

-6.24

IWS

-.02

.01

-.20

-3.40

513

.15

-.05

.02

-.14

-2.81

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.33

-5.22

IWS

-.02

.01

-.15

-2.59

CorrCap

-.03

.01

-.12

-2.36

512

.16

Variable

CorrPunct
Step 3 CWS

Step 4 CWS

Step 5 CorrPunct

Step 6 CorrPunct
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Table 5 - Continued
Note. CWS = correct word sequences, CorrPunct = correct punctuation marks, %CWS =
percentage of correct word sequences, IWS = incorrect word sequences, CorrCap =
correct capitalization.
a

Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct,

long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks,
correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences, words
in complete sentences,fragments,correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

'.05. •
0

Table figures differ slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.
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Table 6
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2003 MEAP writing
assessment with the complete sef of independent variables (n = 622).
B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

AR2bc

Step 1 WdsSent

-.02

.00

-.40

-10.78

620

.16

.16

Step 2 WdsSent

-.01

.00

-.32

-8.16

-.01

.00

-.20

-5.03

619

.19

.03

-.01

.00

-.26

-5.37

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.14

-3.21

CWS

-.01

.00

-.13

-2.37

Variable

%CWS
Step 3 WdsSent

V

618

.20

.01

Note. WdsSent = Words in complete sentences; %CWS = percentage of correct word
sequences; CWS = correct word sequences.
* Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct,
long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks,
correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences, words
in complete sentences,fragments,correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.
c

Table figures differ slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.
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Table?
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2005 MEAPELA assessment
with the complete sef of independent variables (n = 517).
Variable

B

SEB

P

t

df

WdsSent

-.02

.00

-.37

-9.09

515

Step 2 WdsSent

-.01

.00

-.29

-6.67

-.01

.00

-.24

-5.56

-.01

.00

-.17

-2.87

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.23

-5.51

TotSent

-.09

.03

-.16

-2.66

Stepl

%CWS
Step 3 WdsSent

R2

AR2bc

.20

.01

514

513

Note. WdsSent = words in complete sentences; %CWS = percentage of correct word
sequences, TotSent = complete sentences.
a

Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct,

long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks,
correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences, words
in complete sentences,fragments,correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.
0

Table figures differ slightly from narrative text due to rounding error.
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Table 8
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2003 MEAP ELA assessment
with the complete sef of independent variables (n — 584).
B

SEB

P

t

R2

AR2bc

WdsSent

-.02

.00

-.40

-10.47

.16

.16

Step2 WdsSent

-.01

.00

-.30

-7.43

-.01

.00

-.26

-6.64

-.01

.00

-19

-4.09

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.24

-5.97

CorrPunct

-.07

.02

-.19

-4.18

.24

.02

Variable
Stepl

%CWS
Step 3 WdsSent

580

Note. WdsSent = words in complete sentences; %CWS = percentage of correct word
sequences; CorrPunct = correct punctuation marks.
a

Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct,

long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks,
correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences, words
in complete sentences,fragments,correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.
c

Tablefiguresdiffer slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.

Table9
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the ITBS reading assessment
with the complete sef of independent variables (n- 532).
B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

AR2bc

Step 1 CorrPunct

4.58

.53

.35

8.59

530

.12

.12

Step 2 CorrPunct

3.78

.55

.29

6.84

.32

.07

.20

4.63

529

.16

.03

2.72

.66

.21

4.17

%CWS

.27

.07

•17

3.86

WdsinSent

.22

.08

.14

2.79

528

.17

.01

2.65

.66

.20

4.03

%cws

.24

.07

.15

3.36

WdsSent

.20

.08

.13

2.56

Long Words

2.32

1.04

.09

2.22

527

.18

.01

Variable

%CWS
Step 3 CorrPunct

Step 4 CorrPunct

Note. CorrPunct = correct punctuation marks; %CWS = percentage of correct word
sequences; WdsSent = words in complete sentences.
a

Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct,

long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks,
correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences, words
in complete sentences, fragments, correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be stat. significant at p < .05.

c

Table figures differ slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.

fragments .10. All variables, with the exception offragments,were negatively correlated
to the assessment, meaning that as the particular variable increased, MEAP performance
also increased. The positive correlation betweenfragmentsand MEAP performance
indicates that as scores on this variable increases, MEAP performance decreases.
2003 MEAP ELA assessment. Please refer to Table 13 for the statistics for this
regression equation. When examining only the quality-based and production-independent
set of independent variables, the first variable to enter the regression equation for the
2003 MEAP ELA assessment was CWS-IWS, accounting for a total of 17.3% of
variance. In the second step, correct punctuation marks was entered, accounting for an
additional 5.0% of variance, for a total of 22.3%. In the third and final step, fragments
was entered, accounting for an additional 2.0% of variance. A total of 24.3% of variance
was accounted for with this equation (F i, sso = 62.12, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in
the final step of the regression equation were as follows: CWS-IWS had a moderate
coefficient of-.31, correct punctuation had a small coefficient of-.21, and fragments had
a small coefficient of. 15. CWS-IWS and correct punctuation were negatively correlated
with the MEAP assessment, meaning that as the particular variable increased, MEAP
performance also increased. In contrast,fragmentswas positively correlated with the
assessment, meaning that as this variable increased, MEAP performance decreased.
ITBS reading assessment. Please refer to Table 14 for the statistics for this
regression equation. When including only the production independent and quality-based
set of independent variables, the first variable to enter the equation for the ITBS Reading
assessment was correct punctuation marks, accounting for 12.2% of the variance. The
second variable to enter the equation was %CWS, which accounted for an additional
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3.4% of the variance, for a total of 15.6%. The third variable to enter the equation
included long words, which accounted for an additional 1.0% of the variance, for a total
of 16.6% of the variance. The fourth variable to enter the regression equation was verbs,
which accounted for an additional 0.7% of the variance, for a total of 17.3% of variance.
Finally, in the fifth step,fragmentsentered the equation, which accounted for 0.9% of the
variance, for a total of 18.2% (F i; 526 = 23.36, p < .00). The Beta coefficients in the final
step of the regression equation were small: correct punctuation marks .22, %CWS .14,
long words .10, verbs .12, andfragments-.10. Correct punctuation, %CWS, long words,
and verbs were negatively correlated with the MEAP assessment, meaning that as the
particular variable increased, MEAP performance also increased. In contrast, fragments
was positively correlated with the assessment, meaning that as this variable increased,
MEAP performance decreased. Please refer to Table 15 for a visual summary of the
independent variables entering all regression equations for both sets of independent
variables. All independent variables that entered one or more of the regression equations
are included in the table.

Table 10
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2005 MEAP writing
assessment with the quality based/production-independent set of independent variables
(n=J17).
B

SEB

0

t

df

R2

AR2b<

CWS-IWS

-.01

,00

-.32

-7.65

515

ao

.10

Step 2 CWS-IWS

-.01

.00

-.24

-5.16

CorrPunct

-.06

.01

-.18

-3.77

514

.13

.02

Step 3 CWS-IWS

-.01

.00

-.12

-1.77

CorrPunct

-.06

.02

-.18

-3.89

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.15

-2.21

513

.13

.01

CWS-IWS

-.00

.00

-.04

-.52

CorrPunct

-.04

.02

-.13

-2.55

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.18

-2.74

CorrCap

-.03

.01

-.15

-2.74

512

.15

.01

CorrPunct

-.04

.02

-.13

-2.64

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.2,1.

-4.80

CorrCap

-.04

.01

-.16

-3.22

513

.15

.00

Variable
Stepl

Step 4

Step 5

Note. CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word sequences; CorrPunct = correct
punctuation; %CWS = percentage of correct word sequences; CorrCap = correct
capitalization.
a

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words

correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete

Table 10 - Continued
sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus incorrect
word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in
complete sentences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.
c

Table figures differ slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.
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Table 11
Summary of stepwise regression catalyses for predicting the 2003 MEAP writing
assessment with the quality-based/production-independent sef of independent variables
(n = 622).
Variable

B

SE B

|3

t

df

R2

AR2bc

Step 1 GWS-IWS

-.02

.00

-.40

10.72

620

.16

.16

Step 2 CWS-IWS

-.02

.00

-.34

-8.81

%WdsSent

-.00

.00

-.19

-4.95

619

.19

.03

Note. CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word sequences; %WdsSent = percentage of
words in sentences.
a

7

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words

correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete
sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus incorrect
word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in
complete sentences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.'
c

Tablefiguresdiffer slightly from narrative text due to rounding error.
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Table 12
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2005 MEAP ELA assessment
with the quality based/production-independent sef of independent variables (n '= 517).
Variable

B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

AR2bc

515

.12

.12

514

.19

.06

513

.19

.01

512

.20

.01

Stepl

TotSent

-.20

.02

-.35

-8.45

Step 2

TotSent

-.15

.02

-.27

-6.58

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.26

-6.33

TotSent

-.13

.03

-.24

-5.41

%cws

-.01

.00

-.24

-5.74

Nouns

-.02

.01

-.10

-2.23

TotSent

-.11

.03

-.19

-3.73

%CWS

-.01

.00

-.23

-5.47

Nouns

-.02

.01

-.14

-2.90

Fragments

-.07

.03

.10

2.14

Step3

Step 4

Note. TotSent = complete sentences; %CWS = percentage of correct word sequences.
a

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words

correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete
sentences, fragments, simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus incorrect
word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in
complete sentences.
b

In order for steps to be added to the formula AR2 had to be statistically significant at p <

.05.
c

Tablefiguresdiffer slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.
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Table 13
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the 2003 MEAP ELA assessment
with the quality based and production independent sef of independent variables (n =.
584).
Variable

B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

AR2bc

582

.17

.17

581

.22

.05

580

.24

.02

Step 1

CWS-IWS

-.02

.00

-.42

-11.03

Step 2

CWS-IWS

-.02

.00

-.30

-7.26

CorrPunct

-.09

.02

-.25

-6.12

CWS-IWS

-.02

.00

-.31

-7.64

CorrPunct

-.08

.02

-.21

-5.11

Fragments

.08

.02

.15

3.94

Step 3

Note. CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word sequences; CorrPunct = correct
punctuation marks.
a

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words

correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete
sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus incorrect
word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in
complete sentences.
In order for steps to be added to the formula AR had to be statistically significant at p <
..05.' .'
c

Tablefiguresdiffer slightly from narrative text due to rounding error.

Table 14
Summary of stepwise regression analyses for predicting the ITBS reading assessment
with the quality based and production independent sef of independent variables (n 532).
Variable

B

SEB

P

t

df

R2

AR2bc

530

.12

•12

529

.16

.03

528

.17

,01

527

.17

.01

526

.18

.01

Step 1

CorrPunct

4.58

.53

.35

8.57

Step 2

CorrPunct

3.78

.55

.29

6.84

%cws

.32

.07

.20

4.63

CorrPunct

3.57

.56

.27

6.43

%CWS

.28

.07

.17

3.97

Long Words

2.59

1.05

.10

2.47

CorrPunct

3.16

.59

.24

5.39

%CWS

.24

.07

.15

3.35

Long Words

2.66

1.04

.11

2.55

Verbs

.52

.25

.09

2.12

CorrPunct

2.82

.60

.22

4.70

%CWS

.22

.07

.14

3.08

Long Words

2.49

1.04

.10

2.40

Verbs

.66

.25

.12

2.61

-2.21

.93

-.10

-2.37

Step 3

Step 4

Step 4

Fragments

Note. CorrPunct = correct punctuation marks; %CWS = percentage of correct word
sequences.
a

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words

correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete

Table 14 - Continued
sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus incorrect
word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in
complete sentences.
In order for steps to be added to the formula AR had to be statistically significant at p <
.05.
c

Tablefiguresdiffer slightlyfromnarrative text due to rounding error.
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Summary of independent variables entering the regression equations for each dependent variable.

Table 15

2

2

4

2

1

6

8

1

Entered

Total

-

%WdsSent

.

-

ELA

-

-

Writing
-

ELA

MEAP2005

Complete Set of IVs

-

ITBS

<

,y

Writing

v

y.-

ELA

MEAP2003
Writing

y

*':

ELA

MEAP2005

/

.-••

ITBS

Quality-Based/Production-Independent Set of IVs

Complete set of independent variables includes total words written, total words correct, long words, nouns, verbs, adjectives,

punctuation marks, correct punctuation marks, correct capitalization, complete sentences, simple sentences, not simple sentences,

8

Long = long words, CWS-IWS = correct minus incorrect word sequences, % WdsSent = percentage of words in complete sentences.

incorrect word sequences, CorrCap = correct capitalization, WdsSent = words in complete sentences, TotSent = complete sentences,

1

3

1

1

2

Entered

Total

Note. CWS = correct word sequences, %CWS = percentage of correct word sequences, CorrPunct = correct punctuation, IWS =

Verbs

Fragments

Nouns

-

CWS-IWS

Writing

MEAP2003

Table 15 - Continued

Quality-based/production independent set of independent variables includes total words correct, long words, nouns, verbs,

correct word sequences, percentage of correct word sequences, and percentage of words in complete sentences.

adjectives, correct punctuation marks, complete sentences,fragments,simple sentences, not-simple sentences, correct minus in

b

sequences.

words in complete sentences,fragments,correct word sequences, incorrect word sequences, and percentage of correct word

Table 15 - Continued

CHAPTERIV
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was twofold: to replicate elements of a previous study
on the predictive validity of CBM in the area of writing to schoolwide criterion measures
(i.e., Gansle et al., 2002) and to provide the participating school district with information
that would build capacity to improve students' writing skills in a proactive manner.
Overall, based on the results of the statistical analyses performed, independent variables
which appeared to be most promising predictors for the MEAP writing and EL A
assessments and the ITBS reading assessment included percentage of correct word
sequences, correct punctuation marks, and words in complete sentences. These variables
occurred relatively morefrequentlythan other independent variables within the
regression formulas, had high inter-scorer reliability, and high to moderate correlations
with dependent measures. In tWs section, factors influencing data analyses will be
discussed, followed by a discussion of independent variables identified through the
regression analyses as being stronger predictors of writing performance, and finally,
limitations and implications for future research will be outlined.
Discussion ofData Analysis Procedures Utilized
Prior to running regression analyses, correlations among independent variables
were examined, and one concern that arose was the high multicollinearity among several
variables, which violates one assumption of regression analyses. Highly correlated
independent variables may cause potentially useful variables to be excludedfromthe
regression formulas. To correct for this, some independent variables needed to be
excludedfromthe analyses. A second consideration when determining which

independent variables would be included in the regression analyses was that literature in
thefieldsupports the theory that production-independent measures may be stronger
predictors than traditionally studied measures (e.g., Tindal & Parker, 1989a; Watkinson
& Lee, 1992), and this study could potentially further that line of findings. It was
determined that the current study would also include production-independent measures in
the regression analyses. In light of this, two separate sets of regression analyses were
performed with each dependent variable. The first set of analyses was designed to
replicate elements of the Gansle et al. (2002) study, and the second, to allow inclusion of
production-independent variables and the exclusion of independent variables with high
multicollinearity. More specifically, the first set of regression analyses included the entire
set of independent variables, with the exception of percentage of words in complete
sentences said correct minus incorrect word sequences. These two variables were
excludedfromthe first set of analyses to replicate portions of the Gansle et al. study,
which did not include these variables.
The second set of regression analyses was designed to correct for the high
multicollinearity between independent variables, excluding some independent variables
(i.e., total words written, punctuation marks, words in complete sentences, correct word
sequences, incorrect word sequences, and percentage of incorrect word sequences) and
to allow the inclusion of two production-independent variables (i.e., percentage of
correct word sequences, percentage of words in complete sentences) and one accurateproduction variable (Jewell & Malecki, 2005) (i.e., correct minus incorrect word
sequences). Therefore, the second set of regression analyses focused more on
independent variables that examined accurately applied writing concepts, rather than the
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quantity of words the student wrote. This is evidenced by the inclusion of the productionindependent and accurate-production variables, as well as excluding two of the
independent variables that were scored solely on quantity of writing (i.e., TWW,
punctuation marks).
It was expected that there would be high correlations among independent
variables. Statistically significant correlations were found between all independent
variables except three (i.e., incorrect word sequences with TWC, correct capitalization,
and simple sentences). Correlations between independent variables and dependent
variables ranged from .09 to .42. Independent variables with the highest correlation with
dependent variables included words in complete sentences (ranged from .30 to .40 for all
of the dependent measures) and correct minus incorrect word sequences (rangedfrom.32
to .42 for all dependent measures). Independent variables that had the lowest correlations
with other independent variables included fragments (rangefrom-.01 to -.48), simple
sentences (range of .07 to .77), and incorrect word sequences (range of-.02 to .24). Other
variables that had consistently moderate to high correlations across the group of
dependent measures included correct word sequences (range .29 to .38), percentage of
correct word sequences (range .29 to .38), percentage of words incomplete sentences
(range .21 to .30), and correct punctuation marks (range .28 to .39). Specifically, for the
2003 MEAP writing assessment, correlations were highest with words in complete
sentences (.40), correct minus incorrect word sequences (.40), correct word sequences
(.38), and total words correct (.35). For the 2005 MEAP writing assessment, the variables
with the highest correlations included correct minus incorrect word sequences (.32),

correct word sequences (.31), percentage of correct word sequences (.30), and words in
complete sentences (.30).
Independent measures appeared to be scored reliably, with interscorer reliability
above 80% for all independent variables, with an average agreement of 90.91%. The
measures with the highest inter-scorer reliability included total words written (99.40),
total words correct (97.95), complete sentences (95.67), and number of words in
complete sentences (94.99). Measures with the lowest interscorer reliability included
adjectives (81.92), simple sentences (82.73), not-simple sentences (83.59), and incorrect
word sequences (84.89).
Independent Variables Frequently Occurring in Regression Equations
In the present study, in addition to including dependent measures administered in
the same year as the writing probe, dependent measures that were taken years following
the administration of the writing probe were included. Both the writing probe and the
2003 MEAP assessments were administered during the participants' fourth grade year;
whereas, the ITBS was administered in 2005 during the participants' sixth grade year,
and the 2005 MEAP assessments were administered during the participants' seventh
grade year. Although six different dependent variables were examined, perhaps the most
important results are those related to the MEAP writing assessments, as those were the
only dependent measures which strictly measured writing skills.
Despite the two and a half year gap between the MEAP assessments, the variables
entering the regression equations for the 2003 and 2005 MEAP writing assessments have
some important similarities, and independent variables occurringfrequentlyin these
regression formulas also occurfrequentlyacross regression formulas for the other

dependent variables as well. There were also some noteworthy differences between the
regression formulas for the complete set of independent variables as well as for the
second set of independent variables. Perhaps most notably, percentage of correct word
sequences appeared in three of the four regression formulas for the MEAP writing
assessments. This, along with the high inter-scorer reliability of percentage of correct
word sequences (95.37%), high alternate forms reliability (r = .68), and moderate
correlations with the dependent measures (range of .29 to -.38), supports previous
research which indicates that percentage of correct word sequences is a reliable and valid
predictor when using CBM in writing (e.g., Espin et al., 1999; Watkinson & Lee, 1992,
Tindal & Parker, 1989a). Percentage of correct word sequences also appeared frequently
in regression formulas for other dependent variables (i.e., with the complete set of
independent variables: 2003 and 2005 MEAP ELA assessments, and ITBS Reading
assessment; with the second set of independent variables: 2005 MEAP ELA assessment
and ITBS Reading assessment).
Words in complete sentences was another variable that frequently entered
regression formulas, appearing in four of the five regression formulas when using the
complete set of independent variables {words in complete sentences was excluded from
the second set of analyses). The only dependent variable for which it did not enter into
the regression equation was the 2005 MEAP writing assessment. In both MEAP ELA
assessments (i.e., 2003 and 2005), and the MEAP 2003 writing assessment, words in
complete sentences entered the regression equations first, accounting for the largest
amount of variance. This variable also demonstrated moderate correlations with
dependent measures (range r = -.30 to -.40), and strong alternate form reliability (r = .52).
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When examining the production-independent counterpart for this measure (i.e.
percentage of words in complete sentences), it occurred in only the MEAP 2003 writing
assessment when using the second set of independent variables; however, fragments,
which conceptually may be a complementary variable to words in complete sentences,
entered three of thefiveequations with the second set of independent variables (in which
words in complete sentences was excluded). Despite frequently entering regression
equations,./ra,g7«ente does not appear to be a strong predictor variable because it has very
low correlations with dependent variables (range .09 to .20), low alternate forms
reliability (.35) and also had low to moderate correlations with the other independent
variables (range -.01 to -.64). Its highest correlations with independent variables were
percentage of words in complete sentences (-.64), words in complete sentences (-.48), and
not simple sentences (-.42). Because fragments is potentially a competing variable, it may
make sense to exclude itfromanalysis in the future, to determine if more variance could
be explained by words in complete sentences or percentage of words in complete
sentences.
Correct punctuation marks entered four out of eight regression formulas for the
MEAP assessments, and both of the regression formulas for the ITBS. Correct
punctuation marks entered both regression formulas for the 2005 MEAP writing
assessment, as well as both regression formulas for the 2003 MEAP ELA assessment and
both regression formulas for the ITBS Reading assessment. Correct punctuation marks
had moderate alternate form reliability (r = .42) and correlations with the MEAP writing
assessments were also low to moderate (r = -.28 to -.30). These findings may speak to the
possibility that correct punctuation marks may be a strong predictor of writing
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performance. Gansle et al. (2002) also found similar results in regards to correct
punctuation marks, as this was a variable cited as having high correlations with
dependent measures.
The regression equations for the MEAP ELA assessments are somewhat similar
to those for the MEAP writing assessments. These similarities were expected, as the
writing assessment contributes to the ELA assessment score. Percentage of correct word
sequences entered three of the four equations for the MEAP ELA assessments.
Percentage of correct word sequences was moderately correlated with the MEAP ELA
Assessments (r =-.32,-.34). Correct punctuation marks entered both regression
formulas for the 2003 MEAP ELA assessment, and this measure was also moderately
correlated with the MEAP ELA assessments (r =-.30,-.32).
Previous studies have demonstrated that correct minus incorrect word sequences
was highly correlated with dependent measures (e.g., Espin et al., 2000; Weissenburger
& Espin, 2005; Espin et al., 2008). In the current study, this particular variable was only
included in the regression analyses conducted with the second set of independent
variables, and of the five possible regression formulas, it entered only the 2003 MEAP
writing and ELA assessments, despite having moderate correlations with dependent
measures (range -.32 to -.42). In both of these regression formulas, it was the first
variable to enter the equation, which indicates that it accounted for the highest amount of
variance. Given the timeframethat the assessments were administered, the 2003 MEAP
assessments are thought to be most highly related to the writing probe performance. It is
important to note, however, that correct minus incorrect word sequences is conceptually
similar to percentage of correct word sequences, as both measure the degree to which
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correct versus incorrect writing is occurring. The correlation between these two measures
is high (.94), and when examining both the complete set of independent variables, as well
as the second set, which focused mainly on the production-independent variables, the
pattern of significant contributions are complementary. Either percentage of correct word
sequences or correct minus incorrect word sequences entered the equations, and at least
one of the two entered all ten regression formulas.
To date, this is the only study that has examined the predictive validity of
percentage of words in complete sentences. In the current study this variable appeared in
only one of the five possible regression formulas, despite having moderate correlations
with dependent measures (range -.21 to -.30). Percentage of words in complete sentences
entered the regression formula for the 2003 MEAP Writing Assessment, accounting for
only 3% of the variance in the model. It is surprising that percentage of words in
complete sentences did not appear morefrequentlyin the regression formulas, given how
frequently words in complete sentences appeared in the regression formulas for the
dependent measures run with the complete set of independent variables, but this may be
related to the inclusion offragments, as discussed above.
Current Results in Regard to Using Production-Independent Measures with
Elementary Aged Children
Previous research in the area of CBM in writing has demonstrated the predictive
validity and strong correlational relationships between production-independent measures
and both criterion variables and teacher ratings of students' writing skills (e.g., Tindal &
Parker, 1989a; Watkinson & Lee, 1992). Additionally, researchers have suggested that
TWW and TWC may not be the best predictors of student writing skill level at a
secondary level (e.g., Espin et aL, 1999; Tindal & Parker; Watkinson & Lee; Espin et al.,

2008) or at an elementary level (Gansle et al., 2002; Weissenburger & Espin, 2005). The
current study supports the premise that non-traditional CBM in writing (e.g., productionindependent measures such as %CWS) may be stronger predictors of student writing skill
than traditional curriculum based measures in writing (e.g., TWW, TWC) for elementary
students. It has been suggested that as the students' grade level increases, writing
complexity increases, and therefore, more simplistic measures such as TWW and TWC
may be weaker predictors than more complex variables that focused on accuracy and
quality (i.e., production-independent measures such as percentage of words in complete
sentences) (Espin, Scierka et aL; Gansle et aL; Weissenburger & Espin; Espin, Wallace et
al.). However, other researchers have suggested that production-independent variables
were more strongly related to teacher holistic ratings (Tindal & Parker), teacher grades
and standardized assessments (Le., Jewell & Malecki, 2005) at an elementary as well as a
secondary level. The results of the current study suggest that percentage of correct word
sequences, a production-independent measure, is a strong predictor, when factored into
regression formulas for assessments administered at both the elementary and secondary
level. Because only one writing probe was administered in spring of 2003, and those
scores were factored into regression formulas for assessments administered years later, it
is not clear whether the same variables would be identified as strong predictors if the
writing probe had been administered in the same year as the dependent variable
assessment.
Similarities and Differences Between the Current Study and Gansle et al. (2002)
Although this study was designed to replicate a previous study by Gansle et al.
(2002), there were several differences in methodology. Specifically, the computer-

generated variables were excluded, as they were not identified by Gansle et aL as being
useful measures, and because re-typing the students' writing probes appears to be an
extremely time-consuming step. As a screening tool, time-consuming variables are less
desirable to teachers than variables that can be scored more quickly, especially for
measures that are administered to all students frequently over the course of a school year.
Second, additional variables not utilized by Gansle et al. were included in the regression
analyses, including not simple sentences, incorrect word sequences, correct minus
incorrect word sequences, and production-independent counterparts of two of the
variables (i.e., percentage of correct word sequences wad percentage of words in
complete sentences). Not simple sentences was an independent variable initially included
by Gansle et aL, but droppedfromthe analyses due to low interscorer reliability. Third,
teacher rank of student writing was not included as a dependent measure as this
information was not available to the researcher in the present study. Finally, because of
the breadth of variables included in the total set of independent variables, two separate
sets of regression analyses were run, which included a complete set of independent
variables and a set of independent variables that focused on quality-based and
production-independent measures.
Despite these differences in methodology, when comparing the results obtained in
the current study to those obtained by Gansle et al. (2002) there are several important
similarities. Specific regression formulas cannot be compared across studies, as
dependent measures were different; however, independent variables identified by Gansle
et al. asfrequentlyoccurring in regression formulas, having high correlations with
dependent variables, and having high alternate forms reliability were very similar to those
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identified in the present study, including correct punctuation marks and words in
complete sentences. In the present study, the independent variable percentage of correct
word sequencesfrequentlyappeared in regression formulas for the dependent variables,
while Gansle et al. found the production-dependent counterpart to occur more frequently
(i.e.,CWS).
In terms of technical adequacy of measures and procedural differences, Gansle et
al. (2002) noted several measures with interscorer reliability between 70% and 76%,
including complete sentences, words in complete sentences, simple sentences, and
fragments. The current study obtained interscorer agreements above 80% for all
independent variables. Measures which had the lowest interscorer reliability in the
current study included adjectives, simple sentences, not simple sentences, and incorrect
word sequences, two of which (i.e., not simple sentences, and incorrect word sequences)
were not included in the Gansle et al. study. This increased level of interscorer agreement
may be due to the slightly different training and scoring method utilized in the current
study. In this study, fewer probes were scored by each person (with the exception of the
first author), and probes were checked for reliability before scorers were given another
set. In the Gansle et al. study, scorers re-scored a group of writing probes for specific
independent variables that fell below 80% agreement. In the current study, although the
scorers did not re-score any probes to improve inter-score reliability, specific variables
with interscorer reliability below 80% were discussed and questions clarified before
scoring additional probes. This may also explain the larger standard deviation for
interscorer agreement for several independent variables in the current study. When
examining the alternate forms reliability between the Gansle et al. study and the current
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study, the hand-scored variables that were noted as being low for Gansle et al. (i.e., long
words andfragments),were the independent variables that had the lowest reliability in
the current study. No other variables in the current study had alternate form reliability
below .40, which may suggest that they are somewhat stable measures over the course of
the two administrations.
Limitations
One possible limitation of the study includes the generalizability of the results.
All students who participated in the study attended school within the same school district
and were in the same grade. This may limit the generalizability to populations of students
which are different in terms of student make-up or grade. Additionally, all of the writing
probes were administered within the same time of the school year. Results may have been
different if collected during different time periods of the same school year. Finally, only
one writing probe administered to students was used to score the independent variables
used in the regression equations, even for standardized tests that were administered years
later. Independent variables identified by the current regression analyses may have been
different had writing probes been administered every year that a standardized assessment
was administered, or repeatedly throughout each year.
A second potential limitation is the time necessary to train the scorers to become
reliable with the measures. Training took 5 to 10 hours (i.e., some scorers took longer to
learn the definitions and to become reliable on the practice probes) before the scorers
began scoring probes independently. The current study took a somewhat different
approach to training scorers than the Gansle et al. (2002) study. This may be one factor
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that led to an increased amount of time needed to train scorers; however, it did result in
an increased interscorer reliability on several measures.
Within the statistical analyses, one concern was the high multicollinearity of the
independent measures. The high correlations between independent variables may have
caused potential variables to be excludedfromthe regression formulas, despite
accounting for a relatively large portion of the variance in the model. Because this study
was considered exploratory, and because it was designed to replicate portions of the
Gansle et al. (2002) study, no variables were excludedfromanalyses based on
multicollinearity. In part to correct for this concern, the current study included two
separate sets of analyses, but despite this, multicollinearity among independent variables
was still a concern. Gansle and colleagues have further examined a smaller subset of
curriculum based measures identified as being strong predictors for the purpose of further
studying the criterion validity of those measures (i.e., TWW, total punctuation marks,
correct punctuation marks, words in complete sentences, GWS, and simple sentences)
(Gansle et al., 2004); however, additional studies that include a much smaller subset of
independent variables are needed. Based on the results of this study, variables
recommended forformerexploration may include correct punctuation, words in complete
sentences, percentage of words in complete sentences, correct word sequences, and
percentage of correct word sequences.
Another potential weakness of the current study is the lack of writing-specific
dependent variables. Only one of the standardized assessments that served as a dependent
variable was a direct writing measure. The other two measures included a reading score,
which was based only on students' reading performance, and an ELA measure, which
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was a combination of reading and writing. Results of the regression equations may have
been more useful if they were predictions of only writing measures. This may further
limit the generalizability of the results. Previous researchers have included teacher rank
of student writing (e.g., Gansle et al., 2002; Tindal & Parker, 1989a; Espinet al, 2000) as
well as grades awarded in ELA classes (e.g., Fewster & MacMillan, 2002) as dependent
measures. These types of dependent measures were not available in the current study.
Finally, one limitation of the current study is directly related to the MEAP
assessment. There have been no published validity studies on the MEAP assessments.
Therefore, there are no data to demonstrate that this assessment is a valid measure of
student writing skills. Reportsfromthe State of Michigan Department of Education
indicate that the assessment is valid based on data collected regarding the number of
students who answer the item correctly, a committee review on possible bias in the test
item, an item's ability to discriminate between high and low scoring students, comparison
of difficulty of the items to previous assessments, and the number of students achieving
score ranges at each level (Michigan Department of Education, 2006). Additionally, data
are not collected on the treatment integrity of the assessment, and although the
administration guidelines are highly regulated by the state of Michigan, this is an
unknown variable. The MEAP is an assessment administered only in the state of
Michigan, and this also limits the generalizability of the results, as the correlation of the
MEAP with other standardized assessments is unknown.
Implications for Practice and Future Research
There are several important implications for practice that have come out of this
study. Variables that appeared to have the strongest predictive validity included
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percentage of correct word sequences, words in complete sentences, and correct
punctuation marks. Analyses indicated that total words written and total words correct
do not appear to be the most valid predictors of performance on standardized tests for the
students in the current sample at either the elementary or secondary level. These results
support the results found by Gansle et al. (2002) while utilizing a much larger sample of
students. This was one of only a few studies that have examined the predictive validity of
production-independent measures with elementary-aged children. Additionally, this study
extends the research base by including dependent measures taken in school years
following the administration of the writing probe. Results indicated that the variables
identified as being the most valid predictors of future success on standardized measures
were very similar to those identified as being valid predictors of success on the
standardized test administered in the same year. Additionally, this is the first study that
examined the use ofpercentage of words in complete sentences as an independent
variable, and results suggested that it was highly correlated with dependent measures
despite its infrequent occurrence in regression formulas. Future researchers may want to
further examine the utility of this measure.
One area of future research that is needed includes the link between these results
and intervention development for teachers. At this time, there is very little information
available concerning the use of curriculum-based measures in writing for intervention
development. We do not have data that indicate the link between specific independent
variables and how to improve the students' performance. Further research could examine
the possible intervention recommendations that could be made based on the results of
curriculum based measures in writing.
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